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Abstract— In emergency situations like an attack on a

building, public networks are not sufficiently reliable.
Hence field forces, who want to share multimedia mission
information, have to build up their own multi-hop wireless
network. To build up these ad hoc networks, battery driven
wireless nodes with meshing capability, called Dropped
Units, present a new technology option for Homeland
Security applications. To ensure sufficient coverage, an
excessive usage of Dropped Units seems to be an obvious
solution, but leads to undesired effects, such as
interference. To solve this dilemma, rules to find an
optimal number of Dropped Units are presented in this
paper. To derive guidelines for this, realistic homeland
security scenarios were analyzed. A dedicated simulation
environment provided a reliable prediction of the required
number of Dropped Units. We analyzed the communication
link of moving or movable wireless clients like surveillance
and first responder’s devices. The simulation results lead
to the conclusion that with a limited number of Dropped
Units a practically 100 % network availability can be
achieved.

to-peer. The hierarchy of communication structures within
organizations like fire brigades is represented via groups.
Therefore it is a matter of group communication.
1.1 Targets of Dropped Units
Within MobileEmerGIS, Dropped Units allow for the
creation of a highly reliable network, which enables rescue
and security personnel to share multimedia data. They are
carried by a scout, who has the special task to circle around
the area, which is affected by an incident. During his walk
he places Dropped Units to extend the range of the base
access point, which is connected to the MEG server.
There are various possibilities to place Dropped Units. One
simple algorithm would be to spread as many Dropped
Units as possible allover a scenario and to locate them at
random chosen positions. This procedure is inefficient and
leads to undesired side effects such as interference and
hidden station problems. Therefore adequate dropping rules
are required, which lead to an optimal number of Dropped
Units for a given scenario.
1.2 Performance Analysis

1. Introduction
Highly available ad hoc networks are mandatory for
security personnel and first responders in order to transmit
life critical surveillance information.
To share this information, the emergency information
system MobileEmerGIS (MEG) [1] can be utilized. The
capabilities of MEG include the distribution of situation
maps and tactical icons. Furthermore real time images and
video streams can be transferred between clients. Each
squad leader is equipped with a mobile device, like a PDA,
which hosts a MEG client, which is connected to the
officer-in-charge and all other squad leaders within a
scenario. Typically the communication stream is routed via
the MEG server, which logs and distributes the stream to
the group members. The log can be used to review the
mission. The MEG server is connected to an IEEE 802.11
b/g Access Point. If the MEG server is unreachable, the
communication between mobile units will switch to peer-

Because of the heterogeneous scenario environments a
generalized approach for analyzing the performance of
surveillance networks is not sufficient. Statistical
descriptions do not take the detailed characteristics of the
analyzed scenarios into account. Therefore a simulation
environment is required, which produces satisfactory results
for various scenarios. General rules-of-thumb to be used by
practitioners in the field can be derived from these results.
The simulation results for our use case scenario, an incident
at a chemical reactor lab at a university campus, show that
three Dropped Units are sufficient to cover the whole
scenario. The simulation results lead to the conclusion that
with an increasing number of Dropped Units the impact on
the network availability decreases and finally disappears.

2. Coverage of Ad-Hoc Wireless Networks
The coverage of ad hoc wireless networks strongly depends
on the topology of the analyzed scenario. The radio
propagation characteristic of WLAN line-of-sight
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connections is completely different compared to the radio
propagation within buildings. In situations, which require
surveillance monitoring because of an emergency, often
complex topologies occur. These heterogeneous
environments include indoor and outdoor radio
propagation, which also depends on the materials of the
structures located within the scenario.
For the performance analysis of ad hoc wireless networks,
the knowledge about radio propagation and coverage of
each WLAN access point is mandatory. To consider
multiple influencing factors, a scenario is analyzed, which
consists of heterogeneous materials within an indoor and
outdoor environment.
In this paper, the campus of the Dortmund University of
Technology serves as a use case scenario: An incident
occurs at the reactor lab of the department of chemistry.
This incident would threaten several gas cylinders full of
highly explosive material. Several hundred people would
have to be evacuated.

Figure 1: Reactor Lab Coverage Analysis
(no neighboring buildings)

To analyze the coverage of ad hoc wireless networks, a 3Dmodel of this scenario was created using a ray tracing tool,
which computes the radio propagation of WLAN
transceivers. Two cases were analyzed:
• The building itself without any interference by
neighboring structures.
• The impact of the surrounding building’s metal walls.
The base area of the reactor lab is 10m x 10m and the
height is 5m. Its exterior walls are made of concrete with a
width of 10cm. Three boxes made of 20cm chipboards
represent the reactor and equipment within the lab.
First of all, only one fix WLAN access point (AP) is
included in the model. This AP is typically located at the
command vehicle in front of the building. The WLAN
antenna is normally mounted to the roof of the vehicle,
which increases the coverage. The emitted radio power of
the WLAN antenna is 20 dBm. The resulting network
coverage is shown in Figure 1. Only one third of the
scenario is covered with sufficient signal strength for
transmission of multimedia data (see green areas in Figure
1). The excellent indoor penetration is due to a huge open
gate at the front side. Areas with coverage below -85
dBm, which is the minimum signal strength defined in
IEEE 802.11, are shown in white color. If a mobile node
enters such an area, the connection will be terminated. For
the transmission of surveillance data, high bandwidth and
therefore signal strengths above -40 dBm are required. The
signal strength falls below this threshold at the corners of
the building which is called corner effect. The corner effect
leads to the sudden loss of multimedia services of mobile
nodes turning around corners.
The scenario is extended with neighboring buildings in a
second step. The exterior walls of these industrial buildings
consist of 10cm metal, which cause heavy reflections. The

Figure 2: Coverage Analysis
(neighboring buildings with metal walls)
resulting coverage is presented in Figure 2. Due to these
reflections, the out-of-coverage areas are reduced. The
negative impact of the reflections is the destructive wave
cancellation. This leads to worse communication coverage,
even though the out-of-coverage areas have been reduced.
Beside this, the area with good communication quality did
not change. The multimedia communication is still possible
in one third of the scenario only.

3. Dropped Units Concept
Our approach for a solution of the problem described
above is the usage of Dropped Units or dynamically
deployed wireless relays [2]. Dropped Units route the
communication traffic to the server or other mobile nodes.
Due to the mobility requirements, Dropped Units are
lightweight, battery driven devices. To perform their task
as a wireless relay, two IEEE 802.11 b/g transceivers are

integrated. One transceiver operates at 5 GHz creating the
backbone of the network by meshing of the Dropped Units
and the initial access point. The second transceiver
operates at 2.4 GHz for the communication with moving or
movable wireless clients. There are two types of movable
clients: Surveillance devices like web cams, which upload
their video streams to the officer-in-charge’s client and
first responder devices like PDAs and mobile phones
which are used to share information between users.
If transceivers at 5 GHz are not available, another option
for the interconnection has to be used. Two transceivers at
2.4 GHz have to operate at different channels: One channel
for the meshing and another channel for the
communication with wireless devices [5]. This option has a
disadvantage, because of channel interference. The more
Units are dropped, the more channels are used.
Communication on the same channel and the hidden
station problem leads to weak signal to noise ratio.
The received signal strength and therefore the coverage
gain depends on the height of the position a dropped unit is
placed. The term Dropped Units seems to imply that the
Units are dropped to the ground. Because of moving
persons and vehicles within a scenario, a position on the
ground leads to bad communication results. The best
position for dropped units is on a windowsill or at least at
the height of the windows within the scenario. Tripods can
be used to place them in a sufficient way.
More important than the height of the drop point is the
location within the scenario. Typically the topology of the
scenario is unknown, prior to the incident. The position of
the initial access point, which is mounted on the command
vehicle, depends on the parking position. Furthermore
environmental conditions influence the radio propagation.
Therefore the prediction of an optimal dropping location is
very complex. Without the knowledge about the optimal
locations, the dropping points have to be selected by
dynamic parameters. Examples for possible parameters:

Another possible rule could be: Drop a unit at each door
and at each edge of a building. This rule is much more
economic compared to the first one, but still has some
disadvantages like too high distances between two units or
interferences caused by objects between two doors or two
edges.
We propose the following rule: Drop a unit if a well
defined threshold of the signal strength is reached. This
threshold depends on the required bandwidth of the
application. If only photos and tactical icons are shared, the
threshold can be lower compared to the threshold required
by video data. This rule is flexible and easy to follow.
There are only few situations where another approach
would be better. For example, the signal strength could
slope only temporarily or within a short distance and then
rise again. This problem could be avoided by using a
hysteresis curve similar to the one used to avoid the pingpong hand-over in cellular networks.
To indicate the next dropping point, we propose to mount
some kind of signal strength or dropping indicator to the
Dropped Unit. This indicator might activate a siren to warn
the user that the signal strength falls below the threshold.
3.2 CNI Dropped Unit Research Prototype
For research purposes, the Communication Networks
Institute (CNI) created the prototype of a Dropped Unit
shown in Figure 3. It is based on a WLAN extender which
uses WDS and operates at 2.4 GHz only. IEEE 802.11 b/g
is supported. The power is supplied by two batteries.
Typically the Dropped Unit is housed by a rugged cover, to
serve the needs of tough environments. The Dropped Unit
Prototype shown in Figure 3 is housed in a transparent box
for better visibility.

• distance
• special locations (doors, windows, building edges)
• signal strength threshold
3.1 Proposed Dropping Rules
The above mentioned parameters allow for the definition
of dropping rules, which define the location a Dropped
Unit should be placed. The simplest parameter is distance.
One dropping rule could be: Drop a Unit every 20 meters.
This leads to multiple problems. First of all, an excessive
dropping causes channel interference and therefore reduces
the communication channel capacity instead of increasing
it. Another undesired effect is an increased hidden station
problem. Finally a large amount of Units is required, which
leads to additional weight to be carried by security
personnel.

Figure 3: Dropped Unit Prototype

4. Multi-scale Network Simulation for
Quantitative Performance Evaluation
To map the complexity of the Dropped Units concept to
different scenarios, a new kind of simulation environment
is required. Focusing on single aspects may lead to an
incorrect interpretation of the data. One way to avoid this
difficulty is to include as many aspects as possible into one
simulation. Hence a wide range of parameter sets to
control the behavior of the simulation. For a better control
of the simulation, its complex structure is broken down
using a divide-and-conquer algorithm, named the multiscale approach.
In this approach the problem is divided into different
aspects and each aspect is simulated by a dedicated best-inclass tool. The multi-scale network simulation environment
(MNSE) integrates the whole tool-chain into one single
environment. The key advantage of the multi-scale
approach is a wide range of network types which can be
simulated. The scope of the simulation includes mobile
sensor networks [4] as well as satellite networks [3].
The MNSE simulation environment is utilized to analyze
our use case scenario ‘chemical reactor lab at risk’. In this
scenario, an ad-hoc network is established with Dropped
Units for a group of emergency response forces.
4.1 Network Core Simulation
The simulation of the network is the core of each simulated
scenario. All other aspects influence the network protocols
like the radio propagation simulation as well as the
mobility model. A low SNR can lead to higher bit error
rates and may cause multiple retransmissions of data
packets. As a result to these dependencies, the main
simulation control is integrated as a central event broker
into the network simulation. It is implemented as an
additional module to the OMNeT++ discrete event driven
simulation environment, which is the basis of the MNSE.
Additionally, the INET framework is used for the
simulation of the standard protocols the network is based
on.

Figure 4: Mobility Model:
Traces of scout (A) and crew members (B)
4.2 Realistic Mobility Simulation
The special requirements of highly available ad hoc
networks in emergency scenarios are due to the mobility of
the members of the network. This demands an accurate
inclusion of the data from a mobility simulation. The
models used for the simulations are based on real tactics of
firefighters as well as on random mobility models. The
discrete event based mobility simulator has a granularity of
centimeters in the x,y-plane dimension and milliseconds in
the time dimension. It is designed to allow a closer
integration into the MNSE in further development steps.
To elaborate a suitable mobility model, typical movement
patterns have to be identified by analyzing emergency
response teams’ tactics. For this simulation, two different
mobility patterns are used:
•

In the beginning of a rescue mission, a scout
walks around the operational area to identify risks
and to build up a reliable communication network
if it is necessary. This is modeled by a fixed path
in the scenario to ensure that the movement is not
influenced by random elements (see figure 4).
After finishing the first circle, the scout changes
his behavior to a random model. This behaviour
is included in the simulation for at least one crew
member.

•

All other crew members do random movements to
model the scenario specific operations.
Depending on the exact movements, handovers
between different Dropped Units are necessary to
establish communications between the members.

The surveillance and communication network as described
in this paper is implemented as an 802.11 network with a
full TCP/IP stack. This allows for standard hardware for
real test environments and verification of the simulated
results.
To get more realistic results, a traffic model of emergency
communication is integrated as an extension in the
application layer. This model is based on the technology
platform described in [1]. It integrates a traffic generator
for voice communication and for multimedia data, which is
one precondition for the operation of surveillance
networks.

Figure 6: Exemplary Network Coverage Evaluation
Figure 5: 3D campus model with reactor lab
4.3 3D Ray Tracing and Enviroment Design
The third aspect of the simulation is a 3D ray tracing tool
to get data about the radio propagation. This is important
for analyzing the performance of wireless networks.
To get reliable results the radio propagation cannot be
estimated by statistical description, because the results
depend too much on the consistence of the surrounding
buildings and environmental structures at the operational
area. Therefore different materials of the surrounding
buildings can easily be integrated into the scenario using
standard CAD tools. A model of the radio propagation is
derived from the scenario. The parameter set of the ray
tracing tool requires the exact position of each node
(sender and receiver) and the operation frequency to
calculate the relevant data:
−
−
−

Signal strength
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
Delay and Angular spread

These results are stored at a database. This enables the
network core simulation to access them for the calculation
of the impact on the transmissions.
Figure 5 presents a Google Earth model of the campus of
the Dortmund University of Technology with the use case
scenario ‘chemical reactor lab at risk’. An automatic export
of the Google Earth data allows to derive the 3D
simulation scenario for the ray tracing. The results are
presented in Figure 6.

5. Results of Performance Evaluation
To get the results, the following parameters were used as
input for the multi-scale simulation: radio propagation,
movement and protocol stack. For the radio wave

propagation model, a single laboratory building without
neighboring buildings was modeled. The movement of
firefighters was divided into three heterogeneous classes:
scout, crew and officer-in-charge. IP over IEEE 802.11 b/g
was used as the protocol stack. The communication traffic
within the presented scenario was created by nine
firefighters.
Because of his task to explore the situation, the scout
moves around the building and places Dropped Units if a
certain threshold of the wireless network signal strength
indicator is reached. After circling the building, the scout
created a network which covers the whole area. The
remaining firefighters are not responsible for creating the
network. They just share multimedia data.
Scenario size
20m x 20m
Channel model resolution
- sending
1 Sender per m²
- receiving
4 Receiver per m²
Frequency
2.4 GHz
Transmission Power
20 dBm
Antennas
Dipole with 2 dB gain
Walls
0.1m concrete
Table 1: Simulation Parameters
Four versions of this scenario were simulated. First, the
scout carried no dropped unit. In version two, he carried
one dropped unit, in version three two and finally three
dropped units in version four. All simulations have been
repeated 10 times for each version with one hour duration.
The statistical analysis of the availability of the network
for the scout results in the graph presented in Figure 7: the
connection outage time decreases with an increasing
number of Dropped Units from 377 sec. (no Dropped Unit,
89.53% availability) to 3 sec. (three Dropped Units,
99.92% availability) within a simulation period of 3600
seconds.
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presented Dropped Units and their abilities to support the
set-up of these networks.
In general the dropping location is very important to
minimize the required number of Dropped Units. We
approached the problem by introducing the drop threshold,
which is indicated by a signal strength indicator mounted to
the dropped unit.
The simulation results lead to the conclusion that with a
limited number of Dropped Units a practically 100 %
network availability can be achieved. For the investigated
scenario three dropped units are sufficient to cover the
whole scenario.
The investigated scenario provides a first indication of the
expected abilities of Dropped Units. Larger scale scenarios
will be analyzed in the future. In addition, the impact of
mesh protocols will be a research focus area.

Figure 7: Simulation results of the scout
Connection Outage Time and Availability for one crew member
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Figure 8: Simulation result for one crew member
The network availability for one crew member is presented
in Figure 8. One additional dropped unit causes only a
small increase of the availability. If all units are dropped
the network availability for one crew member compared to
the scout is the same. These results were expected because
the scout drops the units and therefore gets the best gain
out of them.
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